Development and evaluation of 16S rDNA microarray for detecting bacterial pathogens in cerebrospinal fluid.
The rapid identification of bacteria in cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) is very important for patient management and antimicrobial therapies. We developed a 16S DNA microarray-based method that targets 16S rDNA and can directly detect bacteria from CSF without cultivation. Universal primers and specific probes were designed from the 16S rDNA sequence data retrieved directly from the GenBank database. The specificity of the assay is obtained through a combination of microarray hybridization and enzymatic labeling of the constructed specific probes. Cultivation-dependent assays were used as reference methods in the development and evaluation of the method. With the exception of Mycobacterium tuberculosis and Proteus mirabilis, forty-five positive blood culture media were successfully differentiated. When this procedure was applied directly to 100 CSF specimens, 29 specimens from 16 patients were positive by bacterial culture and 3 culture-positive CSF specimens produced no hybridized signals. The remaining 26 specimens were correctly identified, including one with mixed infection. The accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity of the assay can be increased further by designing more oligonucleotides for the microarray. This method is versatile and makes it possible to detect more bacteria in a single assay and discriminate different bacterial genera.